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GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL EXAMINATION FOR DRUNKENNESS BY 

GOVERNMENT MEDICAL OFFICER 
(Please fill or tick off the cages) 

A. PRELIMINARIES 

MLEF Number Police Station Date of Issue 

Date of examination Time of Examination  Place of Examination: 

Full name of the examinee: 

 

Address 

 

Sex 

M F  

Date of birth 

D D M M Y Y Y Y  

Age 

Years Months 

            

Language of Communication  Interpreter used         Yes  Name:       No 

Language Fluency Sinhala Tamil English Level of Education Occupation 

Reading    Primary 

Writing    Secondary 
Can communicate    Higher 

Produced by  Name:  Rank and number  

Information Obtained from the police officer: 

Medico-Legal Examination 

is requested for 

       Alleged Traffic Offence         Alleged Other Offences committed 

        under influence of alcohol  

Breathalyzer Test         Performed         Not performed 

B. CONSENT FOR EXAMINATION 

 
I ……………………………………………………… …………………………. hereby give my consent to  

Government Medical Officer for medical examination to determine consumption of drugs/alcohol and their 

effects. I further consent to divulge the findings to the police and to the courts. 
 

……………………………                             ………………………………….. 

Signature of the examinee       Name and the Signature of witness 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. vn mm, mWp#N @h~ 
mWÜv& X`ìw` kr a#ñq yNnW, em X`ìwy Îs` yM¿â @vnSkmK a#ñq#û @s`y` b#Åm s>h`W @@vq& 
pÞ:zykt lKímt k#m#Ww ×k`\ kr âèÉ.  wv q @mm pÞ:z@yN lb` gNn` @w`rór# @p`Åâyt sh 
us`ìyt lb` Ùmt q mm k#m#Ww ×k`\ krÉ.     

  
 
………………………………..                                                                               ……………………………… 

pÞ:zyt lKvNn`@G aWsn                              s`âkr#@G aWsn  

 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
….Mfpa ehd; murhq;f itj;jpah; vd;id kJghdk;/NghijkUe;J cs;nsLj;jiy ghpNrhjpj;J mt;thW ngwg;gl;l 
tplaq;fis nghypRf;Fk;>ePjpkd;wj;jpw;Fk; rkh;g;gpf;f rk;kjk; njhptpf;fpd;Nwd;. 
 
…………………………….                                            …………………………………….. 
ghPl;ridf;F cl;gLgthpd; ifnahg;gk;                                 rhl;rpapd; ngaUk;> ifnahg;gKk;  
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C. HISTORY FROM THE EXAMINEE 

(The short history of the incident/event which led to medico-legal examination) 

 

 

 
 

 

Medical history 

Health status in general (in brief):  

Specific Conditions     Yes     No Specific Conditions Yes   No 

Hearing problems   Problems in posture and balance    

Visual problems   Epilepsy & fits   

Diabetes   Asthma   

Endocrine disorders 

(Thyroid/any other specify) 

  Renal failure    

Psychiatric diseases   Liver diseases    

Head injury(present/past)   Previous Self harm   

HT /CVA /stroke    Physical deformities     

Others  

Social 

History  

        Smoking 

       Yes           No 

Drug abuse 

       Yes           No 
Consumption  

of   Alcohol 

     None       Occasional      Habitual 

Alcohol intake within  

last 24 hours 
 

Amount  taken 
 

Type/(s) Time of 
commencement  
 

Duration of 
consumption 

Whether food was taken, if so 
when,  nature & type 

Time of last meal   When did you sleep last and duration?   

Medication Drug Dose  Duration  Route Last taken 

Prescribed      

Non Prescribed       

Drugs of Abuse (type/s)      

D. INITIAL OBSERVATIONS 

Walking       Walk steadily       Walk with assistance/ 

      walking aid(physical defect) 

        *Carried/assisted by another  
          (physical defects excluded) 

             Quiet                                   * Talkative                              * Shouting                     * Abusive 

             * Struggling                        *Aggressive 

Clothing       Clean and tidy          *Disturbed       *Soiled with vomits/others Other 

Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark. Total score for initial observation is 8. 

Score obtained out of 8  

E. GENERAL  EXAMINATION 

 

Mental state         Orientation in Time   

            Yes              *No                    

Orientation in place 

           Yes             * No                   

Orientation in person    

          Yes            * No       

Speech          Normal          *Talkative          * Slurred          *Incoherent         *Does not talk 

Muscle tone          Near Normal  

 

          *Flaccid or Rigid  

Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score for General Examination is 8. 

 Score obtained out of 8  
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Others  Flushing 

      Yes         No 
Palmar erythema 

      Yes        No 

Salivation / Rihonorrea 

       Yes         No 

Tremors   

      Yes       No 

 Flapping tremors   

      Yes         No 

Vital signs 

(Initial) 

Pulse (specify the sites) BP Temperature 
(specify the sites) 

Breath sounds Respiratory rate 

E2 

Breath          Not smelling of  liquor         * Smelling of liquor          Other smells 

If smell of liquor is present should carry 1 mark 

F. EXAMINATION OF INJURIES  

Describe the injuries in numerical order including nature, size, site, disposition, depth, colour etc. and may illustrate in a diagram form ( H1135A ) Use 

Annex in reporting.  
 

 

 
 

G. SPECIFIC EXAMINATION 

G.1. EYE EXAMINATIONS 

Pupillary size:  Use the gauge below or a printed laminated card to assess pupil size: 

 
Corrective lenses Blindness Eyes Eye lids Able to follow 

stimulants 

Equal tracking 

Hard contact  None  Near Normal  Normal   

 

        

Yes 

 

 

 

       No 

 

 

      Yes 

 

 

       No 

Soft contact  Left  Congested  

Glasses   Right  Tearing    Droopy  
None  

Vision  
(to perform the 

crude test 

initially-ability to 

read small & 

large letters) 

Visual acuity R L Visual fields R L Colour vision  
Not  impaired   Not Reduced   
Impaired   Reduced   
Grossly impaired   Grossly reduced 

( tunnel vision) 
  

Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) Left Right 

1. Lack of Smooth pursuit 
 

       Yes*        No        Yes*          No 

2. Distinct & Sustained Nystagmus at Maximum Deviation 
 

       Yes*        No        Yes*          No 

3. Angle of Onset Prior to 45 degrees 
 

       Yes*        No        Yes*          No 

Vertical gaze nystagmus         Present                 Absent 

 Lack of convergence        Present                  Absent 
Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score for Eye Examination is 6. 
 Score obtained out of 6  

H. IMPAIRMENT TESTS  

H.1. DIVIDED ATTENTION & TESTS  OF COORDINATION    
“I would like you to perform series of tests to enable me to ascertain whether you have a condition which might be due to 

drink or drugs, or whether your ability to drive is impaired by drink or drugs. These tests are simple and part of my evaluation 

will be based on your ability to follow instructions. If you do not understand any of the instruction, please tell me so that I can 

clarify them”. 
u;ameka fy` u;a\%jH YrSr.;jSu ksid Tn isrefrA huz fjkila is\qj we;aoehs fidhd ne,Su i|yd mrSlaIK lSmhlg 
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Tnj ,lalsrSug is\qfjkjd. fuu mrSlaIK b;d ir,hs. Tn l, hq;af;a ud lshk foh ta whqrskau lsrSu muKhs. Tng 
huzlsis wmeysos,s hula we;akuz th kej; wid meyeos,s lr.kak 

ROMBERG BALANCE TEST 
INSTRUCTIONS (The doctor should instruct the examinee with demonstrations).  

 Stand up straight with feet together with the arms down by the sides of the body.  

 Tilt his head slightly backwards and then close the eyes.  

 Keep the head in chin up position with eyes closed and estimate up to 30 seconds in mind.  

 Bring down the head to initial position when 30 seconds have gone by.  

 Open the eyes and say “finish”.  

 

At the end of the instructions, the doctor should clarify whether the examinee understood it and the answer must be recoded 

as YES/NO. 

When the examinee says „yes‟, the doctor should commence the test. The doctor should actually time the test using a clock 

(the estimated period of 30 seconds by the examinee).  Once the examinee opens the eyes and says „finished‟ the doctor 

should ask from him what was the time period estimated by him and how did he do it.  

 
Romberg Balance Test: Instructions in Sinhala  

 @qp` ek]< q @qaW @qps q wb` ãr#@vN âtgNn. 

 µs mqK päpst @gn (Îkt osv`) q$S vsNn. 

 wm`t h#@<n pÝØ wW. 30 k k`lyK @m@S ßŠ âçNn.  
 wWpr 30 avsn µs n#vw ËL iÝyVvt @gn q$S ìv^w kr “avs`nû” y#û pvsNn. 

Romberg Balance Test: Instructions in Tamil 
 

 fhy;fs; ,uz;ilAk; xz;whf itj;Jf;nfhz;L iffs; ,uz;ilAk; clypd; ,UgwKk; itj;Jf;nfhz;L Neuhf epw;fTk;. 

 jiyia rw;W gpd;Nehf;fp rha;f;Ff. gpd; fz;fs; ,uz;ilAk; %lTk;. 

 jiyia gpd;Nehf;fp rha;j;jtz;zk; kdjpw;Fs; Kg;gJ tpdhbfis vz;zTk;. 

 Kg;gJ tpdhbfis vz;zp Kbj;jJk; jiyia rhjhuz epiyf;F nfhz;LtuTk;  

 fz;fis jpwe;J vz;zpKbe;Jtpl;lJ vd;W mwptpf;fTk;. 

Observations to be made by the doctor while the test is performed 

Sway 

                                                  *Present 

 

                                                   Absent 

 

 
Observe the direction and degree of sway (test is 

positive if there is a significant degree of sway) 

Eye lid tremors (positive if present) 

      

      Present*               Absent 

       

       

  

Answers given by the examinee (after the test) 

Actual time spent by the examinee estimated as 30 seconds (test is considered 

positive if the estimated time is 10 seconds  more) 
         Positive* 

        Negative 

How many seconds estimated? (as per examinee) (test is considered positive if the 

answer is not 30 seconds ) 

         Positive* 

        Negative 

How had he estimated the time? (method used rational or not)                                                 Irrational*                 Rational 

Comments of the doctor, if  any 

 
Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score is 5 (If the examinee is unable to follow the instructions and do the test 5 points should be given.)  

Score obtained out of 5 
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WALK AND TURN TEST  
INSTRUCTIONS (The doctor should instruct the examinee with demonstrations).  

 Identify a real or imaginary line on the floor.  

 Place the left foot on the line at one end.  

 Place the right foot on the line in front of the left foot touching heel to toe.  

 Place the arms down by the sides of the body and keep them in that position throughout the entire test.  

 take nine heel to toe steps along the line  

 At the 9th step turn around and take another nine steps in the opposite direction.  

 Watch the feet and count each step out loud while walking.    

 

At the end of the instructions, the doctor should clarify whether the examinee understood it and the answer must be recoded 

as YES/NO. 
Walk & turn test- Instructions in Sinhala  

 @p`@l`v mw s^¼ @Rš`vK s]ÁÈ kr gNn.  (mnâN îvq kM n#w). 

 vM p`qy @Rš`@V ek @k]vrK mw wbNn. 

 qÁÈ p`q@Y ìÆx vM p`q@Y a#°Äó vl SpR\ vn@S qÁÈ p`qy vM p`qyt iØÝ@yN wbNn. 

 pÞ:zy avsN vnór# @qaW @qps wb` gNn. 

 @m@ls ek p`qyk a#°Äó a@n@K ìÆ@xµ SpR\ krÉN Óyvr nmyK @Rš`v Ø@G a#ìØNn. 

 a#ìØn awr ór p`q @qs bl` \Bq n<` Óyvr gnN krNn. 

 Óyvr 9 avs`n@Y @s@mN, @kç Óyvr wbÉN a`pä h#@rNn. 
 iNpä iØÝyt gmN kr a`k`ryt a`pä Óyvr 9 K @Rš`v Ø@G a#ìØNn. 

 
Walk and Turn Test- Instructions in Tamil 

 xU cz;ikahd my;yJ fw;gid Nfhl;il epyj;jpy; milahsg;gLj;jTk;. 

 Nfhl;bd; me;jj;jpy; cq;fsJ ,lJ ghjj;ij itf;fTk;. 

 tyJ ghjj;ij ,lJ ghjj;jpw;F Kd;dhy; ,lJ fhy; fl;il tpuy; tyJ fhy; gFjpapy; gLkhW itf;fTk;. 

 iffs; ,uz;ilAk; clypd; ,Ugwq;fspYk; ghpNrhjid KbtilAk;tiu itf;fTk;.  

 Nfhl;bNy ,t;thW xd;gJ ghjq;fis vLj;J itf;fTk; (fhy; fl;iltpuy; - fhy; gFjp)  

 Xd;gjhtJ ghj KbtpNy 180 Clhf jpUk;gp kPz;Lk; xd;gJ ghjq;fis vLj;J vjph;j;jpirapy; elf;fTk;. 

 ghjq;fis ghh;j;jtz;zk;;>xt;nthU ghjk; itf;Fk;NghJk; rj;jkhf vz;zTk;. 
 

Observations to be made by the doctor while the test is performed 

Any deviation from the instructions and any observations 

should be noted  

 

Starts too soon           Yes*           No 

Can‟t keep balance  from 

outset & turning 
         Yes*           No 
 

 Forward 

½ mark 

Coming back 

½ mark 

Describe  the turn (sway or unable toturn)* 
 

 Yes* No Yes* No 

Stops walking*     

Notes & observation Misses heel to toe*     
Steps off line*     
Raises arms *     

Did not follow instructed 

number of  steps * 
    

Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score is 8 (If the examinee is unable to follow the instructions and do the test 8 points should be given.)  

Score obtained out of 8 
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ONE LEG STAND TEST (in cases where there is a problem to perform the one leg stand test due to disability of 

the lower limbs finger nose test is mandatory to perform) 
 

INSTRUCTIONS (The doctor should instruct the examinee with demonstrations).  

 Stand with feet together with arms by the sides 

 Raise the right foot six to eight inches off the ground, keeping the leg straight (without bending the knee) and the 

toes pointing forward with the foot parallel to the ground. 

 Keep the arms by the sides  and  look at the elevated foot 

 Count out loud stating from  “One thousand one, one thousand and two etc.  ”  

 Stop the counting with the doctors command.  

(Doctor should time the test for 30 seconds and give the command to stop) 

At the end of the instructions, the doctor should clarify whether the examinee understood it and the answer must be recoded 

as YES/NO. 

Repeat the procedure with each foot. 
 

One leg stand test- Instructions in Sinhala  

 @qaW @qps q p`q ekl< q wb` ãr#@vN âtgNn 

 pól @p`@l`vt sm`Nwrv âçn @S qnµs @n`nv` qÁÈ p`qy a<L 6 – 8 K pmz @p`@l`@vN udt osvNn. 

 @qaW \Þr@Y @qps wb`@gnm osv` a#ñ p`qy @qs blNn.  q#N eKqhS ek eKqhS @qk a`Ù v\@yN \Bq ng` 

gnN krNn. 

 @@vq&vry` p#vå ìt @mm gnN ¿Þm nwr krNn. 

 @mm pÞ:zy aÎW p`qytq @m@lsm krNn. 
 

One Leg stand Test: Instructions in Tamil 

 fhy;fis xd;whfTk;>iffs; ,uz;ilAk; clypd; gf;fkhfTk; itj;Jf;nfhz;L epw;fTk;. 
 tyJ fhiy MW njhlf;fk; vl;L mq;Fyk; tiu cah;j;jTk;. Koq;fhiy kbf;fhJ fhiy Neuhf itj;Jf;nfhs;sy; Ntz;Lk;.fhy; 

fl;il tpuy; Kd;Nehf;fpAk;> ghjkhdJ epyj;jpw;F rkhe;jukhfTk; ,Uf;FkhWk; ghh;j;Jf;nfhs;sy; Ntz;Lk;. 
 iffs; ,uz;ilAk; clypd; ,UgwKk; itj;Jf;nfhz;L cah;j;jpa fhiy ghh;f;fTk;. 
 Mapuj;J xd;W> Mapuj;J ,uz;L vd;W Mapuj;J MWtiu vz;zTk;. 
 itj;jpahpd; mwpTWj;jy; fpilj;jJk; vz;Ztij epWj;jTk;. 

 

Left                       Right       Left     Right Notes & Observations 
 Yes No Yes No 

Sways*     

Uses Arms to balance*     

Hops*     

Put foot down*     

Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score is 8 (If the examinee is unable to follow the instructions and do the test 8 points should be given.)  

Score obtained out of 8 

 

FINGER AND NOSE TEST(in cases where there is a problem to perform the one leg stand test due to disability 

of the lower limbs finger nose test should be performed as an alternative test)  
 

INSTRUCTIONS (The doctor should instruct the examinee with demonstrations).  

 Stand with feet together and arms extended in front 

 Keep the palms up extending both index fingers while other fingers are clenched.  

 Tilt the head slightly back and close the eyes.  

 Touch the tip of the nose with the tip of the finger as instructed by the doctor.    

At the end of the instructions, the doctor should clarify whether the examinee understood it and the answer must be recoded 
as YES/NO. 

Call out the hands in the following order, left, right, left, right, right, left 
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Finger nose test: Instructions in Sinhala  

 p`q ekl< wb` q$W iØÝyt Ø² krNn. 

 @qaWl ud awt hrv` qbr a#°Ä Ø² @k`t a@nK a#°Ä nm` gNn. 

 µs mqK päpst nm` q$S vs` gNn.  

 @@vq&vry` nM krn a#°Ä ó«N n`S óv aLlNn  
Finger Note Test: Instructions in Tamil 

 fhy;fs; ,uz;ilAk; xd;whf itj;Jf;nfhz;L  iffs; ,uz;ilAk Kd;dhy; ePl;lTk;. 
 cs;sq;iffs; Nky;Nehf;fp ,Uf;FkhWk;> Rl;L tpuiy ePl;bAk; kw;iwa tpuy;fis klf;fpAk; itj;jpUf;fTk;. 
 jiyia rw;W gpd;Nehf;fp rha;j;J fz;fs; ,uz;ilAk; %lTk;. 
 Rl;L tpuy; Edpahy; %f;F Edpia itj;jpahpd; mwpTWj;jy;fspw;F Vw;g njhlTk;. 

Observations to be made by the doctor while the test is performed 

Eye lid tremors (while doing the test with  closed 

eye)                                       Yes*                   No 

        Muscle tremors 

           Yes*              No 

        Swaying              

        Yes*          No                             

    Brought head forward 
            Yes*             No 

 
Draw lines to spots touched 

Notes and Observations 

 Touches the tip  

1             Yes             No* 

2             Yes             No* 

3             Yes             No* 

4             Yes             No* 

5             Yes             No* 

6             Yes             No* 

Each observation marked in * if present should carry 1 mark.   

Total score is 10 (If the examinee is unable to follow the instructions and do the test 10 points should be given.)  
Score obtained out of 10 

            H.2. TEST OF REACTION TIME    

RULER DROP TEST 
The doctor should hold a meter ruler at the zero end while the examinee is asked to places his thumb and index finger either side of the 50 
cm mark, without touching the ruler. ithout warning, the doctor should drop the ruler and the examinee must catch the falling ruler between 

his thumb and index finger as quickly as possible. The score is the number just above the index finger (to nearest 0.1 cm). Record the best 
of three attempts using your dominant and non-dominant hand.  
Note: Doctor and the examinee must stand up straight, facing each other when doing the test. 

 

 
Rating Excellent 

>42.5cm 
Good 
 34.1-42.5cm 

Average 
29.6-37.0cm 

Fair 
22.0-29.5cm 

Poor 
<22.0cm 

If the mean reading is less than 22 cm  should carry 1 mark 

             H.3. ANY OTHER TESTS YOU MAY PERFORM   (The following tests are recommended whenever 

required as a part of the medical examination as the discretion of  the examining doctor(not mandatory)  
Test Performed /not Remarks 

Finger to finger test (Coordination)            Yes             No  

Heel shin test (Coordination)           Yes             No  

Test of Dysdiadochokinesis (Coordination)            Yes             No  

Tests of fine movements            Yes             No  

Muscle power (UL/LL)           Yes             No  

Reflexes           Yes             No  

Any other           Yes             No  

Specimen of blood or urine taken and stored for future use    

Consent for testing of the specimen for alcohol/drugs  

Place of storage  

1 

3 

5 

4 

2 

6 

1st reading  

 
2nd reading 3rd reading  Mean reading 
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Vital signs (Repeat) Pulse  BP  T
0 

 RR  Breath sounds  

Date & time of the conclusion of the examination  
Hospital For treatment of injuries/ other acute conditions   Further investigations of other medical conditions 

  

 

 

Referral forms/letters handed over to the police officer:                      Yes               No 

 Name & Signature: 

I. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS AND INFERENCES  

Criteria to determine under influence of alcohol.  
The determination is done based on the clinical examination. Clinical findings are divided into major and minor criterion. 

The points are given according to a scoring system.    

1. Initial observation, General Examination findings, Breath smelling of liquor, HGN and test of reaction time 

are considered as minor criteria. 

2. Impairment tests   are considered as major criteria  
3. One mark to be given for  each positive minor criterion or two marks for each one major criteria.  

4. The conditions that may mimic signs of under influence of alcohol should be excluded before the conclusion 

is made.  

J. INFERENCES 
Each component/test is considered positive when more than half of the total allocated mark is obtained. For final 
calculation each positive component is given one mark and each negative component carries zero. 

                               Category Score Obtained 

out of total score 

       Final  

1  Initial observation (5 or more)           / 8 /1 

2  General Examination (5 or more)           / 8 /1 

3  Breath smelling of liquor present (1 mark)           / 1 /1 

4 Horizontal gaze nystagmus ( 4 or more)           / 6 /1 

5  Romberg Balance test (3 or more)           / 5 /2 

6  Walk and turn test (5 or more)           / 8 /2 

7  One leg stand test (5 or more) or  

Finger and nose test (6 or more ) 
          / 8 or 10 /2 

8 Test of Reaction time (poor score 1 mark)           /1 /1 

Final  Score / 11  

To conclude as under Influence of alcohol there should be a minimum total score of six(6) (i.e. 6 out of 11)  

K. OPINION 
No clinical evidence of drunkenness  Breath smelling of 

liquor 
Under influence of 
alcohol 

Evidence of use of other 
substances masking the 

smelling of liquor 

    

Remarks: (Are there any natural/traumatic conditions of effects of drugs (therapeutic /drugs of abuse) mimicking alcohol 

intoxication should be considered).  
 
 

DETATILS OF THE EXAMINER 
Signature  Name  Designation  Qualifications  

    

 


